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**ABSTRACT**

This article explores the various dimensions of membership of informal sector entrepreneurs in business associations they ostensibly formed to pursue their needs and strategic interests. It is based on a case study of *Jua Kali* Associations (JKAs) in Homa Bay Town in Western Kenya using Hirschman’s concept of exit, voice and loyalty as the theoretical frame and data generated and analysed through a qualitative research design. The broad spectrum of membership dimensions ranging from active membership, to dormant membership and non-membership are being examined. The analysis points to certain factors that influence decisions of informal sector entrepreneurs to what degree they engage in their associations. The study further shows that there are *jua kalis* who decided not to join any association in the first place. Only very few *jua kalis* took the conscious decision to exit their associations (often due to disappointment and frustration) leading to ‘open exit’. The study concludes that exit is multifaceted and that this experience merits attention since it contributes to the fact that only a very small number of all informal sector entrepreneurs operating in Homa Bay Town were JKA members utilizing the associations in pursuit of their organized voice.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The term ‘informal sector’ was first coined in 1971 by Keith Hart, who established a dualist model of income opportunities of the African urban labour force consisting of formal or wage employment and informal or self-employment [28]. Subsequent studies have emerged from different standpoints comprising more in-depth and sometimes conflicting perspectives. As a result, there is a general understanding that the original dualistic model of an economy as introduced by Hart is too simplistic and that there is no clear dividing line between the informal and formal sectors [22, 51, 54]. Instead, there are varying degrees of informality in an informality-formality continuum meaning that informal sector entrepreneurs, i.e. the women and men who own and run informal enterprises/businesses, are engaged in various business activities which do not fully comply with all legal requirements applicable to a formal business. For instance, the informal business may lack formal registration with the applicable authority, or its income is not taxed; or it does not provide minimum wages to its workers who might not be protected by existing labour laws. Informal sector entrepreneurs often employ fewer than

ten workers and, in many cases, they do not employ any worker on a continuous basis, but instead work on their own account [30].

In Kenya, there has been a great debate in government circles as to what activities should be considered informal sector or jua kali activities1. The original focus (in line with the government's understanding of industrialization as the preferred path to economic growth and development post-independence) lay on *artisans* manufacturing goods, such as metalworkers, carpenters as well as dress makers and tailors. Selected service providers such as car mechanics were also included in the early jua kali terminology. There was a clear understanding that people involved in non-manufacturing activities such as trading and hawking were *not* to be considered jua kalis. Early government interventions reflect this view: For instance, the establishment of the Kenya Industrial Estates (KIE) Limited in 1967 was undertaken with a view to promote indigenous entrepreneurship by financing and developing small scale and micro enterprises. KIE facilitates the development and incubation of micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) across Kenya by establishing industrial parks, providing credit and business development services. It falls under the authority of the Ministry of Industrialization and Enterprise Development [81]. Lately, jua kali activities are cast more widely and are beginning to also include trade and services as well as manufacturing. The inclusion of farming activities in the 2012 Micro and Small Enterprise Act [33] seems to indicate the latest trend in broadening the jua kali definition. However, clarity on this matter continues to be lacking as some current government statistics (such as the 2018 Economic Survey) explicitly exclude small-scale agricultural and pastoral activities; while the latest survey of Kenya’s Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) includes selected agribusinesses [35:11]. The 2016 MSME Survey lists enterprises by economic activity categories which include manufacturing; wholesale and retail trade/repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; and accommodation and food service activities [35:26].

Different observations about what constitutes the informal sector and its relationship with the formal sector notwithstanding [38-40, 46, 54, 63], it is important to note that the sector is evident and continues to manifest itself in many different parts of the globe. Above all, it remains a key player in the economies of developing countries regarding both wealth and employment creation amid various challenges. In Kenya, for example, jua kali businesses provide livelihoods for most of the population. In 2017, it was estimated that more than 14 million people (out of a total of 16.9 million people employed) were engaged in jua kali activities, accounting for more than 83 per cent of all people employed outside small-scale agriculture and pastoral activities [36:39]. Nearly 75 per cent of all informal sector activity in 2017 was indicated as having been in rural areas providing livelihoods for more than nine million people [36:50].

A review of existing literature shows that ever since the informal sector gained recognition in both scholarly and policy circles, there have been many initiatives ranging from studies to policy interventions to advance the sector with varying outcomes [42, 47, 53, 57, 65]. In Kenya, for instance, jua kali associations (JKAs) have been celebrated by government and donor agencies as the ‘voice’ of the informal sector in Kenya once they started to emerge in the early 1990s following the first visit of the then President, Daniel Arap Moi, to jua kalis in Kamukunji, Nairobi, in 1985 [37].

1 Jua Kali is a Kiswahili term referring to people who work ‘under the hot sun’. Jua kalis in this paper refer to Kenyan informal sector entrepreneurs.
There are different views about the origins of JKAs. According to Macharia [46], most JKAs owe their origin to artisans and traders coming together with the aim of having one voice for advocacy (mainly in response to harassment experienced by jua kalis from local and central government authorities) and to articulate and pursue their own goals as advocated by Chen et al. [18]. Others emphasize the active involvement of the Kenyan Government in the formation process of JKAs: Many JKAs came into existence after a coordinated drive from the Kenya Government to organize jua kalis in anticipation of expected funding from donor agencies such as the World Bank [26, 37, 52]. This line of thought is also evident in recent jua kali related legislation, the 2012 Micro and Small Enterprise Act. The Office of the MSE Registrar was established with the explicit goal, among others, to “enhance the government’s capacity to give direction/issue directives to the jua kalis through their groups” [33:21]. The latter has led to a distinct politisation of JKAs and potential dependency of JKAs on external support [26]. Some studies have pointed to the strong link between informal sector groups and local political agendas particularly in times of major elections when access to a large group of potential voters is of special interest [14, 15].

McCormick et al. [52] emphasize that the formation of JKAs in Kenya was in many cases the result of initiatives “from below” (referring to jua kalis feeling the need for more of a voice) with support and encouragement “from above” (referring to the government encouraging the formation of JKAs). The promise of benefits to be channelled through these associations was seen as “an additional sweetener” [52:8].

Voice in the informal sector is a topic that has been insufficiently discussed and conceptualized in the literature. It is against this background that the study identified and analysed voice employed by informal sector entrepreneurs, i.e. instances in which jua kalis made efforts to change a situation, rather than to remain quiet or to exit. The focus of the study was on the organised jua kali voice embodied in jua kali associations using a case study of Jua Kali Associations in Homa Bay Town in Western Kenya. It addressed the main research question of how collective action in business associations led to advancing the voice of informal sector entrepreneurs.

The use of voice in this article builds on Hirschman’s definition of voice as any attempt to change or escape from an objectionable state of affairs [29:30]. It also draws on feminist thought and empowerment theory [8, 27, 31-32, 50, 66, 67, 70]. Kabeer [31] considers an organized voice (reflecting the views of a particular group of people) essential to ensure the representation of a group’s needs and interests in policy discourse and the extension of existing rights and entitlements to excluded groups: “Voice refers to the capacity of people to articulate and advance their needs and interests and to influence critical decision-making processes that affect their lives.” [31:280]. Overall, voice here refers to political voice (i.e. the ability to express views and interests and to influence policy and decision-making processes) and entails concrete instances of jua kalis taking collective action through their associations employing an ‘organized voice to lobby for greater participation in local or national decision-making processes that directly affect their lives.

Developing an organised voice calls for people coming together to jointly advance a particular cause [32, 40, 61-62]. Through organised voice, jua kalis act collectively in groups which can take different forms ranging from informal sector associations to informal social groups and networks through which “ordinary people in their everyday struggles make conscious efforts to overcome their predicaments” [40:6]. Informal sector associations are those membership-based organizations which comprise informal sector workers who have voluntarily joined together for the purpose of pursuing their common interests as economic actors and business
people [17]. MBOs here are defined as "those in which the members elect their leaders and which operate on democratic principles that hold the elected office bearers accountable to the general membership" [17:3]. While this definition is rather broad, it signifies the distinction from conventional Non-Governmental Organizations which, however well-intentioned or effective, operate as outside entities since they lack a membership base of those they serve.

These business associations can take the form of cooperatives, savings and credit associations, producer groups as well as jua kali associations (JKAs) in the case of this study. They are often registered in some form with the government and are therefore distinguished from informal social groups and networks which often go unrecognized by the state. Since their clientele comprise workers from the informal sector, these business associations are also distinct from the traditional trade unions representing the needs and interests of formal sector workers. Business associations aim to improve the business and economic development of their members through grassroots organizing and collective bargaining with more powerful economic actors whereby the associations are representing a common position or the voice of their membership.

The business associations registered with a particular government office are required to have basic written documents such as a constitution or by-laws that set out rules for joining and leaving the association, election of officers, management of joint assets, minimum numbers of meetings, etc. These rules may differ depending on the nature of the association (Association, SACCO or Self-Help Group).

It is important to recognize that JKA members can play different roles in the pursuit of voice (and collective action) as acknowledged in the literature, ranging from free-riders (i.e. members who enjoy a benefit accruing from a collective effort, but contribute little or nothing to the effort) and conditional co-operators (i.e. members who will contribute more when others contribute more) to altruists (i.e. members who contribute regardless of others’ behaviours), as well as various roles mixing these strategies [12, 78].

Whereas studies show that collective action and group formation have a long history [17, 44, 52], Olson [60] cautions against the common assumption that a group of people who have a common interest would naturally get together and fight for the common goal: "Indeed unless the number of individuals in a group is quite small, or unless there is coercion or some other special device to make individuals act in their common interest, rational, self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests." [60:2].

This point is echoed by De Wit and Berner [21] in the context of studies of the urban poor in India, who caution that mobilizing and organizing people collectively on the basis of horizontal ties and common interests does not appear to be working well in most places. They argue that people “prefer to rely on vertical patronage, such as relatives or intermediaries, to safeguard livelihoods and obtain (individual) access to persons and institutions of value to them” [21:928]. This seems to be especially the case the poorer and more dependent people are. This logic of patronage is based on the experience that investing in collective action is problematic, time-consuming and fraught with free rider problems. In an association for instance, free riding occurs when a member pays no membership fees, but benefits from association representation.

The literature also acknowledges the diverse effects the size of a group can have on the group’s resources (and hence, the realization of the group’s objectives): On the one hand, members tend to free-ride as the group becomes larger. As group size increases, transaction costs may
rise; thus, the larger the group, the more difficult to detect and reduce free-riding. On the other hand, small groups often lack necessary resources (e.g. labour, time, funds) that large groups can deploy. When available resources are limited, it is difficult to devote sufficient resources to collective action. Taking advantage of more resources, large groups may enhance enforcement through monitoring and punishment to reduce free-riders and thus improve collective action and resource outcomes [78].

Similarly, in addition to the benefits of organizing as described above, there are acknowledged challenges in organizing the informal workforce. Although many challenges are specific to the sector informal workers are engaged in or the local context, there seem to be some key issues that are similar across all sectors and regions of the world including conceptual challenges regarding who is to be considered an informal worker (in line with the contested concept of the informal sector), the lack of clear counterparts to negotiate with, the fact that many informal workers are poor and vulnerable which sets practical limits (in terms of available time and financial resources) to their capacity to organize, the diversity in their working conditions often makes it hard for informal workers to define a common position or standpoint from which to negotiate better conditions as well as particular governance and leadership challenges where informal workers have traditionally organized in local groups or associations reflecting local power relations and cultural (mostly informal) institutions [5, 13-14, 15, 18, 64, 82]. According to Hirschman [29], members can leave an organization (or customers can stop buying a firm’s products) out of frustration or in protest to the organization’s declining management in what he terms “the exit option” [29:4]. Hirschman considers the exit option (mainly in opposition to the “messy” voice option) as “neat – one either exits or one does not” [29:15].

Research shows that only a minority of jua kalis belong to jua kali associations [16, 52]. In the case of Homa Bay Town for example, less than 900 out of the estimated total number of about 5,600 jua kali women and men operating their businesses there, were taking part in the organized jua kali voice by being members of the jua kali associations [34]. Certain groups of jua kalis, such as trainees in jua kali businesses and many of those jua kalis interviewed who do not need any permanent workspace to carry out their business (mainly jua kali men engaged in fishing and riding of motorbikes or ‘boda-bodas’), were not part of the JKA membership.

This leads to some key questions: Are existing jua kali associations a sign of being effective tools for advancing the voice of informal sector entrepreneurs in Kenya? Or is the fact that most jua kalis are not members of jua kali associations a sign of jua kalis exercising the ‘exit option’ and forming alternative groupings that they find more suitable in responding to their needs such as other jua kali or welfare groups? Or are jua kalis ‘stuck’ between exit and voice: unable or not wanting to leave existing jua kali associations but unable to or not interested in actively expressing their voice within the associations leading to a large pool of inactive or dormant members?

The discussion in this paper is organised in five sections beginning with the introduction which provides an overview of the concepts of informal sector, and voice and exit. The second section outlines the methodology used to undertake the study. The third section presents the Jua Kali Associations examined; while the fourth discusses the different dimensions of membership among JKA members. The remainder concludes.

**STUDY METHODOLOGY**

This article relies on data generated from members of selected Jua Kali Associations in Homa Bay Town in Western Kenya through a qualitative research design. The town is located along
the shore of Lake Victoria and has historically been a commercial centre. Homa Bay Town has approximately 41,000 inhabitants representing half of Homa Bay County’s total urban population [34:13]. The town was chosen for this study due to two reasons. One, it represents small towns in Kenya which have been marginalised in the study of the informal sector. Most of the studies conducted focus on major towns/cities. Focusing on the category of small towns is instrumental in better understanding changing or emerging dynamics within the informal sector with respect to labour migration patterns and employment opportunities [1, 45, 58]. Two, the researcher was familiar with the Homa Bay jua kali environment - a factor which was important in negotiating access to jua kali actors in addition to overcoming field research related challenges.

Overall, the study relied on a case study approach grounded in critical realism and feminist epistemologies. Whereas the former identifies the necessity for human emancipation, presupposing a conception of what it is to be human [10-11], the latter emphasises emancipatory aims from oppressive power relations especially between men and women [4, 19, 27, 59].

The following assumptions underlie the feminist approach to this research. One, there is no objective and value-free research method. Two, there is need for a world which allows for and propagates social change aimed at human emancipation which speaks positively to the notion of voice as the overarching concept in this study.

The case study approach was chosen to generate detailed insight into the complex reality of a local, formally organised jua kali scene. Case studies are known for their ability to provide nuanced, empirically rich, holistic accounts of specific social phenomena [49, 69, 75, 79, 80].

Since the study relied on the experiences of jua kali entrepreneurs, their opinion and understandings, perception and (inter)actions, the study employed face to face in-depth interviews in order to generate qualitative data to address the specific issues under examination. Interviewing was conducted in a context-bound and participatory manner [73]. The process was participatory in that jua kalis were encouraged to provide their analysis throughout the process of data generation. Other complementary techniques of data generation employed in the study were direct observation and analysis of secondary data (mainly from documents).

Research participants were selected through purposive sampling to ensure that the desired information is generated from those who have the adequate knowledge on the subject matter [56]. The process paid particular attention to marginalised members of this sector to contribute to an inclusive research process. In total, 100 individual and 5 group interviews were conducted. As highlighted by Morse et al. [56], both saturation and replication were observed in ensuring sampling adequacy in this study.

Analysis of interview data included data reduction, data display, conclusion drawing and verification [55:21]. Overall, the following stages were critical in the data analysis process: One, initial review of interview data which mainly entailed identification of response categories employing content analysis [48, 68]. Two, sorting of responses into categories using Word tables or ’grids’ to identify particular themes [41, 72]. Three, analysis of discursive dimensions which mainly entailed analysis of experience production including the contextual analysis of underlying power relations which shape those experiences recognising the “situated nature of people’s accounts” to avoid “naive interview studies in qualitative research” [68:199]. Since experience is voiced through language, the process equally required paying attention to the language used by jua kalis in the interviews to recognize specific terms used by
the jua kalis and “wanting” language upon which to construct analysis [20:103] as well as consideration of the underlying social processes which would favour the use of such terms and not others.

Qualitative data was presented in the best way possible such as choosing figures to illustrate different themes generated and text boxes to highlight experiences or stories; tables to present selected quantitative information as evidence for the number of interview responses recorded under particular themes and categories [48], and selected quotes from respondents to illustrate identified narrative themes.

Data from direct observation and secondary sources was instrumental in setting the scene for the interview analysis besides providing a framework of reference for the personal accounts of the jua kalis interviewed.

Lastly, the following strategies were employed to verify data generated during the study. One, carrying out of “member checks”, i.e. taking data generated from research participants and the initial interpretation of this data back to them to check if interpretations are plausible and “ring true” [43]. Two, conducting peer debriefings that is, exposing oneself to peers “in a manner paralleling an analytical session for the purpose of exploring aspects that might otherwise remain only implicit within the inquirers mind” [43:308].

**JUA KALI ASSOCIATIONS EXAMINED**

The focus of the study was the following five JKAs: 1) the Asego Homa Bay Town JKA, 2) the Homa Bay Industrial Self-Help Youth Group, 3) the Asego Homa Bay Jua Kali Savings and Credit Cooperative Society, 4) the Homa Bay Women Entrepreneurs Savings and Credit Cooperative Society, and 5) the Homa Bay Boda Boda Association. These JKAs were selected based on criteria aimed at capturing the majority of registered jua kali women and men in Homa Bay Town from the broadest variety of occupations and socio-economic backgrounds as possible and ensuring a degree of diversity among the JKAs in terms of foci in service provision for their members (with the Savings and Credit Cooperatives or SACCOs focusing specifically on providing loans and credit to their members), and their registration and management arrangements (with particular processes and financial regulations applicable to the SACCOs).

*Table 1* provides a summary of the JKAs investigated in the study indicating when they were registered, with what government entity and how many jua kalis are estimated to be their members.
Table 1: Selected Jua Kali Associations (JKAs): Age, Registration and Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of JKA</th>
<th>Year of Registration</th>
<th>Government entity registered with</th>
<th>Estimated membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asego Homa Bay Town JKA (AJKA)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Attorney General</td>
<td>188 jua kali artisans of various trades (146 men and 42 women) [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homa Bay Industrial Self-Help Youth Group (IJKA)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Ministry of Gender, Sports, Culture and Social Services, Department of Social Services</td>
<td>Approx. 10 jua kali artisans (all men) located at the Kenya Industrial Estates (KIE) compound, Homa Bay Town [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asego Homa Bay Jua Kali Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (ASACCO)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Commissioner for Cooperative Development</td>
<td>223 men and women jua kali artisans of various trades as well as traders [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homa Bay Women Entrepreneurs Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (WSACCO)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Commissioner for Cooperative Development</td>
<td>300 women jua kalis of various trades, predominantly traders [73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Dawn Motor Cycle Youth Group (BBA)</td>
<td>May 2012</td>
<td>Ministry of Gender, Youth, Sports, Culture and Social Services, Dep. of Social Services</td>
<td>127 boda-boda operators (all men) located within Homa Bay Town [3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total estimated JKA membership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>848 people</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Field work data (June 2012)

At the time of the field work in June 2012, the Homa Bay Town jua kali scene also comprised various defunct or inactive jua kali groupings such as the previous Homa Bay Cooperative Society and small trade- or location-based jua kali groups. In addition, there were other organizations providing support to jua kalis even though the focus of their support was not only directed at jua kali men and women including the Kenya Women Finance Trust, Commercial Banks and some Non-Governmental Organizations.

However, the selected five JKAs can be assumed to capture most active jua kali group members in Homa Bay Town as of June 2012. They are described in more detail below.

The Asego Homa Bay Town Jua Kali Association

The Asego Homa Bay Town JKA (AJKA) developed out of the Homa Bay Jua Kali Association. The latter was registered in 1996 with the Attorney General's Office and mostly comprised jua kali artisans engaged in carpentry and joinery works. AJKA was formed with the objective of bringing together under one umbrella Homa Bay town jua kalis in an effort to secure land allocated by the then Municipal Council of Homa Bay dedicated to jua kali development. Members of smaller, trade- or location-specific jua kali groupings (including the Homa Bay Industrial Self-Help Youth Group) came together under the AJKA umbrella. In June 2012, the AJKA was estimated to comprise 188 jua kalis from various trades and professions [3]. This broad membership as well as the composition of the AJKA Executive Committee reflects this 'merger'. Following its registration in 2007, AJKA was allocated a parcel of land by the Homa Bay Municipality located on the main road on the shores of Lake Victoria [4].

---

The Homa Bay Industrial Self-Help Youth Group
The Homa Bay Industrial Self-Help Youth Group (IJKA) is much smaller in size than the AJKA: group membership comprises about ten jua kali men who are engaged in metalwork, welding and/or carpentry operating out of solidly built workshops at the KIE compound in Homa Bay. IJKA is closely associated with the activities and services provided by the KIE in Homa Bay. IJKA previously existed under the same name, registered in the mid-90s as Self-Help Group under the former Ministry of Social Development. At that time, it seemed to have been dominated by the generation of the 'fathers' of the current members; it fell dormant after the closure of the KIE Homa Bay Branch Office in the late 1990s. IJKA was re-constituted in 2007 under the leadership of the 'sons' of the original IJKA members. New officials were said to have been elected in 2007.

The Asego Homa Bay Jua Kali Savings and Credit Cooperative Society
The establishment of the Asego Homa Bay Jua Kali Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (ASACCO) was initiated by the AJKA to provide loans and credit to its members. ASACCO was registered as a separate entity by AJKA officials under the former Ministry of Cooperative Development in April 2009. Management of the ASACCO was then handed over to the newly elected ASACCO officials. There continues to be a close link between the AJKA and the ASACCO: AJKA members tend to be part of the ASACCO and vice versa. ASACCO members are drawn from various trades and include jua kali artisans as well as traders and service providers. Members consist of women and men. ASACCO operates a small office next to the Assistant Chief's office behind the Municipal Market in Homa Bay Town. 5 Share deposits of the ASACCO stood at Kshs. 4.5 million in June 2012; an equal amount was indicated as having been lent to members since 2009 [7].

The Homa Bay Women Entrepreneurs Savings & Credit Cooperative Society
The Homa Bay Women Entrepreneurs Savings and Credit Cooperative Society (WSACCO) was presenting itself as a new force in the Homa Bay jua kali scene with about 300 women members. It originated out of efforts undertaken by small scale jua kali women traders in Homa Bay Town who knew each other well. These efforts started in 2006; the original idea then was to come up with a merry-go-round-scheme to mobilize funds to address individual needs. This idea grew into the current SACCO. The WSACCO had to overcome opposition from women who had had negative experiences with previous/other SACCOs as well as suspicions from their husbands/other men towards this women-led initiative. The SACCO capitalized on the negative experiences of women of the area also with other lending institutions, especially the Kenya Women Finance Trust which resulted in several women losing their household and other items to KWFT when they defaulted on loan repayments even for a single month. Like the ASACCO, the WSACCO was registered under the former Ministry of Cooperative Development in 2009. The WSACCO operates an office at the garage road in Homa Bay Town and employs two male field officers for collection of loan repayments and contributions. WSACCO members are mainly small-scale traders in various commodities and service providers. Members consist of women only. 6 In June 2012, the WSACCO savings base stood at Kshs. 5.1 million; a total amount of Kshs. 4.5 million was indicated as having been lent out to about 200 members since 2009 [77:2-4].

The Homa Bay Boda Boda Association
Like many other small rural towns, Homa Bay Town has recently witnessed the rise of motor bikes imported from India and China. Starting in 2003, when the Kenyan economy purposely

---

5 Source: Observations and discussions with ASACCO officials and members, Homa Bay, June 2012.
6 Source: Observations and discussions with WSACCO officials and members, Homa Bay, June 2012.
opened itself to the East, these motor bike taxis (or 'boda-bodas') have become a much-valued transport option for many Kenyans since they are cheaper than the common buses and minivans, and able to navigate poorly maintained roads in the rural areas. They are also often much less safe to travel with since only very few bike operators use helmets themselves or offer this crucial protective gear to their passengers. In June 2012, the boda-boda population of Homa Bay Town was estimated to have reached 2,000 bikes. The boda-boda operators, mainly young men in pursuit of more long-term job opportunities, were certainly a new force to reckon in the local jua kali scene. Aggregated based on their parking location within the town, they had started to form groups to lobby for their interests: provision of adequate security to let them operate throughout the day and night being among the top priorities. The 'New Dawn Motor Cycle Youth Group', comprising 127 bike operators located within the town centre, had just been established as a Boda Boda Association (BBA) and was registered by the former Ministry of Gender, Youth, Sports, Culture and Social Services in May 2012.

All five JKAs described above have explicitly stated objectives which are expressed in their respective written constitutions or by-laws [2, 6, 9, 76]. For most of the JKAs, objectives seem to have been arrived at in consultation with their members and under the close guidance of the government officials responsible for the respective jua kali segment. JKA documents reviewed indicated that objectives were confirmed by members in related JKA meetings. However, to determine the extent of consultations and discussions having taken place with JKA members in the original drafting/formulation of these objectives is rather difficult and there is therefore the risk that stated objectives might reflect the views of JKA officials rather than JKA members, particularly in cases where the JKA membership is rather diverse and, consequently, interests of members cover a broad array of issues.

All five JKAs are clear on wanting to achieve social and economic benefits for their members; while only one JKA, the Asego Homa Bay Town JKA, explicitly states political objectives. While the social and economic objectives seem to be concerned with addressing some of the most immediate individual priorities of the jua kalis, the political objectives suggest a more strategic voice dimension implying a more systematic and long-term engagement with relevant stakeholders and centres of power aimed at the “protection and representation of the interests of members” [2]. Jua kalis’ organized voice therefore seems to increase in its strategic and political dimension as JKA objectives move from providing social protection benefits to tackling economic interests to achieving political goals. However, organizations' strategies are not static and can become more political even if an organization started out with primarily economic development objectives [15].

All JKAs set out membership criteria in their constitutions. Common JKA membership criteria include references to age (minimum age to join any JKA is 18 years), business occupation (artisans, traders or motorcycle riders), business location (Homa Bay County/District) and fees/contributions to be paid upon entry into the JKA as well as regularly during the JKA membership. It is interesting to note that all JKAs seem to have an open membership policy except for the BBA which restricts the number of its members to 80 people [2, 6, 9, 76].

---

7 Source: Observations and discussions with BBA officials and members, Homa Bay, June 2012.
8 However, during the field work, I was unable to obtain a copy of the IJKA constitution despite several attempts to do so since their seemed to have been a persistent sense of uneasiness from IJKA officials to share this document (perhaps due to the recent change in the JKA leadership). I therefore decided to not further pursue this matter and consequently, no detailed information is available concerning the IJKA. Information concerning the BBA here is based on a review of their draft constitution since the BBA was in the process of fully establishing itself following its registration prior to the field work conducted in June 2012.

**URL:** http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/assrj511.5533.
The JKAs also explicitly set out rules for resigning from JKA membership as well as for expelling members for misconduct. While in the case of the two SACCOs, the BBA and IJKA, amounts saved by the JKA member would be refunded to the member (or assigned nominees in the case of his/her death), the AJKA clearly stipulates that there would be no refunds of contributions/entry fee in case of a member resigning from the JKA membership or being expelled. This point is worth noting since it might influence the extent of dormant membership in these JKAs [2, 6, 9, 76].

**DIMENSIONS OF ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP**

Discussions with JKA members and other informants revealed that, far from being homogeneous, participation of jua kalis in their associations varied considerably. There are different dimensions of JKA membership ranging from an active JKA membership where jua kalis fully engage in the organized jua kali voice, to inactive or dormant JKA membership where jua kalis are somewhat ‘stuck’ between voice and exit, to non-membership where jua kalis have either left their associations or decided not to join any JKA in the first place.

**Active Membership Utilizing Voice**

For those jua kalis who were members of the JKAs, the objectives of the JKAs investigated mirrored the individual needs and aspirations of their members well by pursuing the organized jua kali voice through focusing on achieving economic benefits and social protection for their members. A great number of the jua kalis interviewed stated that they joined the JKAs because they “believe in collective strength” and “to realize their aspirations” as their main motivation. When considering in more detail as to why jua kalis joined a particular, and not just any, JKA it became apparent that local context (including the particular business location, people knowing and trusting the respective JKA officials as well as jua kalis following the advice of trusted fellow jua kalis) greatly mattered and deeply influenced business decisions and business-related choices. This finding supports the observation that there is a close relationship between social relations and associations in the jua kali sector [38].

JKAs members in Homa Bay predominantly exercised voice to articulate their practical needs and strategic interests which varied among members depending on their social characteristics (most notably gender, age and ethnicity), business backgrounds and socio-economic status leading to different voice issues being prioritized. Variations in needs and priorities notwithstanding, voice among JKA members was mainly triggered whenever there was a concrete threat concerning their immediate needs and interests.

The study’s findings also reveal that jua kalis use different avenues in pursuit of voice: Many of the jua kalis interviewed were members of one or more business associations (most commonly a JKA and a Savings and Credit Cooperative Society, SACCO) and other social groupings (including clan- and church-based groups, self-help groups etc. Widow-support and Merry-go-round groups were particularly popular with the jua kali women and widows interviewed) at the same time.

**Dormant Membership**

In addition to active JKA membership on the one hand, and formal exit from a JKA on the other hand, there is a third scenario to be considered in the context of the JKA membership: inactive or dormant members who are neither fully participating in the pursuit of JKA voice issues nor have they formally withdrawn their JKA membership resulting in them being ‘stuck’ between exit and voice.
The case of Philip illustrates this particular situation: Philip is engaged in the repair of motorbikes or boda-bodas in Homa Bay Town. He works from under a tree at the KIE premises and pays his friend, a fellow jua kali who owns a permanent workshop there, a small fee for keeping his equipment and spare parts in a safe place. Philip has been a jua kali in this profession for a long time and as such had also joined the IJKA. But as promised or expected benefits were not forthcoming, he decided to withdraw from the association; at the time of the interview, he no longer considered himself a JKA member:

“You know, they told us they wanted to bring us money, but we don’t know where those monies are ... that is the reason why I decided to leave ...”

Most of the jua kalis working from the KIE premises are members of the IJKA. Exiting the IJKA while maintaining his workspace at the KIE premises, could have posed certain challenges to Philip in terms of keeping his good working relationships with fellow jua kalis there but he does not seem to be concerned:

“I decided to leave this place peacefully because ... I just left it that way, hm ... We are just talking as we left ... there are no stories ... I just left but I have not asked them to refund me ...”

“Leaving” the JKA in Philip’s account is a rather loose term and seems to refer more to a personal withdrawal from active participation in IJKA activities (particularly the regular payment of contributions to be saved by the IJKA on behalf of its members) rather than a formal withdrawal from the organization according to Hirschman [29] - in which case both parties would have to take more formal action. Philip would have to more openly and decisively cut ties with the JKA and formalize his withdrawal (at the cost of potential future benefits); while, at the same time, the JKA would have to refund Philip previously made payments/savings. This does not seem to be in the immediate best interest of either party, and Philip, therefore, seems to have become part of the dormant IJKA membership being ‘stuck’ between exit and voice.

In the meantime, Philip is pursuing alternative options in support of his personal and business needs:

“I have another group where I come from ... if anything happens, we pay some money, combine resources for funerals and such ... In fact, they can also help me with my business if you request them ... but I have not yet asked them ...”

He also keeps an open mind about joining alternative JKAs and possibly re-joining the IJKA in case it does prove successful in future - without his inputs or engagement at present:

“Yes, my plan is to join other JKAs, any group ... I can even go back to the IJKA if they asked me ...”

This practice employed by Philip can also be considered as ‘open exit’ where he is more interested in maintaining good relations and staying “peacefully” with JKA members than having his JKA related payments refunded. By avoiding formal withdrawal of his JKA membership, he keeps a door open to return to the IJKA and to reap possible IJKA benefits in the future. Philip’s case is an important illustration of the fact that the actions of informal sector entrepreneurs do not seem to reflect decisions as “neat” as Hirschman originally suggested [29:15].

---

9 Fictitious name.
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Dormancy (or the lack of activity) seems to occur not only because of loyalty to the respective JKAs as described by Hirschman [29] but might also be an expression of conscious risk avoidance strategies employed by juu kalis [31, 74]. They therefore represent a unique category that merits further theoretical attention and analysis. Dormant members very often function as a potential breaking block on collective action and have been recognized as problematic in the context of ‘free-riding’. A recent paper on Board Leadership however cautioned that before giving up on dormant members it is worthwhile to understand what brought them to that point [23]. It cites lack of motivation from members to participate, leaders wanting to retain control, members not knowing what to do, and personal considerations making participation difficult, as possible root causes for the demonstrated lack of activity which can be countered by appropriate management action.

Non-Membership
Non-membership can occur either when JKA members exit their associations as per their respective constitutions or by-laws or when juu kalis decide not to join any JKA in the first place.

Discussions with JKA members and other actors confirm that exit is multifaceted and the explanation of why juu kalis exit their JKAs is rather complex: Part of the explanation seems to lie in the inapplicability of the objectives of some of the JKAs examined. Those juu kalis who, due to the nature of their business, do not need any permanent workspace (including most prominently fishermen and boda-boda riders) were not keen on joining a JKA that has among its main objectives the securing of juu kali workspaces. However, juu kalis may still decide to join a JKA that has a different focus, e.g. the SACCOs for the provision of savings and credit facilities. Another possible reason for choosing exit instead of voice by this particular group of juu kalis is the fact that their professions have previously been (and still are) not fully embraced as part of the juu kali sector as advocated by the respective Kenya government offices [35]. In addition, the study generated evidence that juu kalis from the ‘classic’ juu kali sector (men engaged in typical juu kali professions such as boda-boda repairs and carpentry) decided to leave the JKA often due to disappointment in the association.

There are also juu kalis who opted not to join any JKA in the first place due to previous bad experiences with similar groups. The case of Mark\(^\text{10}\) illustrates this scenario: Mark is a young carpenter who operates his business from a makeshift workshop at the ‘carpentry lane’ in Homa Bay Town. Mark is still recovering from a bad experience he encountered with a previous group: prior to setting up his business in Homa Bay, he was a member of a small-scale juu kali savings scheme in another town where he contributed 200 Kshs every week. When he was ready to apply for a loan from the group, he went to their respective branch office but did not find any office or any person responsible. He lost 35,000 Kshs this way – which is a lot of money for a young juu kali trying to establish a business. Based on this traumatizing experience, Mark decided not to entrust anybody else with his money ever again – including the juu kali associations of Homa Bay Town whose members “really tried” to convince him to join them. Instead, he is pursuing an alternative investment strategy: He invests in rearing animals such as goats and cows since “they give birth”. Mark is convinced that this strategy will earn him better returns on his money compared to the proposed JKA saving schemes.

---

\(^{10}\) Fictitious name.
CONCLUSION

This article sought to examine the different dimensions of membership of informal sector entrepreneurs in business associations they ostensibly established in pursuit of their needs and interests as economic actors. Specific issues discussed include the broad spectrum of membership dimensions ranging from active JKA membership where jua kalis fully engage in the organized jua kali voice, to inactive or dormant JKA membership where jua kalis are somewhat ‘stuck’ between voice and exit, to non-membership where jua kalis have either left their associations or decided not to join any association in the first place.

The following are the key study findings. One, only some of the informal sector entrepreneurs examined utilize business associations as a vehicle in pursuit of their organized voice. However, for those informal sector entrepreneurs who are business association members, the associations work well. In addition, the study overserved the same entrepreneurs engaging in multiple association membership at the same time. Two, there is a broad spectrum of how informal sector entrepreneurs engage in their associations which goes beyond the voice or exit options as originally described by Hirschman [29]. Three, dormant membership or a scenario where entrepreneurs do not formally exit their association but engage in ‘open exit’ can be interpreted as a feasible option in an environment where good social relations among informal sector colleagues are crucial. Four, exit rarely results in formal membership withdrawal and also includes informal sector entrepreneurs who opt for not joining any business associations in the first place - often due to previous bad experiences with similar groups.

These findings point at some important implications for policy development and review of current practice. For example, based on the study’s findings on jua kalis’ exit from business associations, government offices responsible for jua kali development and interested in strengthening the organized jua kali voice, might want to consider a stronger campaign to advocate for a broader jua kali concept comprising all self-employed women and men or micro entrepreneurs regardless of the nature of their business activities (i.e. including traditional activities such as fishing as well as new services such as the boda-boda riders). This might result in a more pro-active and expanded JKA membership base in future due to a change in the attitude of people who do not (yet) perceive themselves as part of the jua kali.

Dormant membership or ‘open exit’ is recognized by all JKAs as an issue of concern to JKAs collective actions. While all four established JKAs (with the exception of the BBA) aim at a membership base that is as large as possible, this strategy is bound to be problematic as it resonates with the discussion of free riding and the diverse effects the size of a group can have on its resources and the realization of its objectives calling for particular action on the side of the JKA leadership.

These findings lead to the conclusion that exit is multifaceted and that this experience calls for further investigation to better understand and possibly address the factors that prevent informal sector entrepreneurs from more effectively utilizing business associations in pursuit of their organized voice. There is evidence that JKA members (and officials) interviewed recognize that the JKAs must overcome certain, mainly JKA-internal, challenges to make the JKAs more efficient in their operations. And they are willing to work on it by employing voice internally to improve the organized jua kali voice and to reduce the risk of experiencing dormant or exiting members: they are ready to undertake at least one action as individuals to
help improve the situation in their JKA such as becoming more “active members/officials”, “educating others about JKA benefits” and “criticize more vocally” as JKA members.  

Finally, the findings also confirm that economic action is deeply grounded in social relations and dominant culture [24, 25, 38]. While the particular social norms and dominant culture may vary depending on the specific geographical location, the notion that attention to local context in which informal sector entrepreneurs operate greatly matters when examining their voice, will remain relevant and has to be taken into account when undertaking related research, developing policy guidance and reviewing related practice.
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